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The Collection Of begonias

grown cAt The mew York

^Botanical Qarden By t. h. fcverett

CONTINUING the article of the same title which appeared in this

Journal for March 1939 (Vol. XL, p. 53), additional begonias are

the information given previously and it has been necessary to make a few

e Cultivated Herbarium at the Garden. As opportunity
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:his Journal for March 1939, begonias bearing the names listed below

ire cultivated at the Garden. Descriptions are not given either because of

.hey have not yet been sufficiently studied here. Many distinctive plants

for in this present discussion have been discarded as definitely not belong-

ing to the plants to which they were applied.

(BEGONIAS



Frederic S. J^ee

T N the death on Dec. 14 of Frederic S. Lee at the age of 80, the New
1 York Botanical Garden lost one of the greatest single benefactors of

its entire history. From 1923 through 1927 Dr. Lee was President of

the Botanical Garden, and during that period, through his personal efforts,

he added more than a million dollars to the Garden's endowment. His aim

had been to raise $4,160,000 out of the $7,000,000 that he felt was needed

for the maintenance of the Botanical Garden and its expansion ; but his

as Research Professor of Physiology in the College of Physicians and

Surgeons at Columbia University. He retired from all active connection

with the affairs of the institution in 1927 after nearly 25 years of asso-

Yice-prcsident (1921-23), and finally as President.

Much of the exterior construction going on today was urged nearly

taken for granted as a regular part of the institution's work was first

broad. He was the first to have plant pathology made a separate branch

of the Garden's activities, foreseeing the need for investigation of such

both to scientists and th<

mobiles in the city. He

at Columbia University ir

: public. He advocated ma

also 'recommended more e.N

staff of the Garden and the cl

and sought greater

rical problems. His

Dr. Lee's first message

iters dealing with plants wa

f plants and flowers in relati

to the Board of Managers,

s in their scientific,

increase the staff, extend

of the Garden's work.

the scientific research, and enlarge the sphere

Reiterating his demand

Botanical Garden in Broinx Park is to be made the

:lared : "New York's



at time he said: "Further expansion of The New York Botanica

can not be undertaken without consideration of traffic conditions.'

reasing use of the automobile in the twenties made him realizf

1 for keeping general traffic away from the Garden, and he wa:

"The Botanical Garden presents the largest, most varied, and most

beautiful single feature of this route. The number of its visitors who
:ome by motor car will, therefore, be much increased, and this will con-

tribute in considerable degree to the Garden's popularity.

"But the continuous increase in through-traffic through the Garden has

"In view of the new plans adopted for the development of the Garden,

i, not alone as a public park.

$500,000 and Edward S. Harkness, $300,000. Announcement of the!

gifts, with others totaling $1,019,000 for the endowment, was made t

raised. He described these opening gifts as the "first chapter" in a

effort to increase the Garden's funds.

But later that same year, Dr. Lee felt the pressure of his work ;







collected in South America. Dr. A. B. Stout, who had j

from California, where he had been studying avocados, was proceeding

1919 on the project of developing hardy seedless grapes for the north-

Hedrick. later Director of the New York State Agricultural Experiment

Muc t of t

and the first link in the fence which now nearly

Parkway.

At the time of his appointment to the presidency, Dr. Frederic Schiller

on the teaching staff since 1891. He had been born in Canton, N. Y.,

June 16, 1859, was graduated from St. Lawrence College in 1878, received

a Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins in 1885, spent the following year in study

one year. From there he went to Bryn Mawr, then in 1891 to Columbia,

fessor, 1904 as Dalton professor, 1920 as research professor, and professor

from 1928 until his retirement. He received the honorary degrees of

LL.D. from St. Lawrence in 1918 and Sc.D. from Columbia in 1929.

Meanwhile, from 1917 to 1919 he served as consulting physiologist to

the United States Public Health Service and in 1918 went abroad to study

industrial conditions. During his career he was on the editorial board of

the American Journal of Physiology and the Columbia University Quar-
terly. Books that he wrote included "Scientific Features of Modern
Medicine" and "The Human Machine and Industrial Efficiency." He did





tilation in schools for New York State during 1923 and directed research

of National Defense. He was the first to show the parallel hetween

Dr. T,cc served as president of the Society for Experimental Biology,

the Harvev Society, and the American Physiological Society, and as

Biology. He was a member of the Columbia University Council from

at Union Theological Seminary.

Though he had not been active in teaching for a number of years he

Less than" two years ago, in May 1938, Dr. and Mrs. Lee paid a visit

to the Botanical Garden and made a thorough inspection of the

see many of the features which he had ermsaged many years before taking

Julia Lee McDill of Woodstock. Vt., and a son. Frederic Billings Lee

Study (Jourse On J?ocal Flora

beginning February 3, the hours to be arranged. Planned especially for

which maintain a rosette of' green leaves on the ground all winter.

to New York City teachers.

Dr. VV. H. Camp is in immediate charge of the course, in which other

members of the staff will assist and Mr. George T. Hastings of Theodore

Roosevelt High School also will co-operate. Besides field trips, the work



Winter lectures at the (garden
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Qerartiums In The garden

By Vir
tfinia Wilson Vandivert

'THE use of scented and fancy-leaved geranium:s in the home garden has

ears. This is gratifying

To grow these geraniums into plants suitable fc>r garden borders takes

to^rSi^^'ex^unif^rT^tio^UrT'hl pZts'c^get

'Tor'more than ten years the growing of scented and fancy-leaved

geraniums has been an important part of my gard.

to feel that I could make a comprehensive test of

lelped to determine the

The outdoor garden work was started as early in May as the condition

a^oSEHHa£^^
i spot in the vegetable

i exposure. The ground

had been plowed and well cultivated ; no fertilize:r was added. The bed,

which measured about 20 by 45 feet, was laid ou

^jriSHTiK

^^lot^T^^^^z7^tg°i:"
T0V!S



Terebinthinaceum (P. qucrcifolinm x P. graveolens) . Blandiordianum

Rupert and Variegated Prince Rupert, Limoneum, Citriodor'um var.

var. M. Ninon, p'fulgidum, var. Old Scarlet Unique, also Godfrey's Pride,

Polly, and Schottesham Pet.

Pinnatifidum, True Oak', Fringed Oak, and a light-green-leaved oak type

of prostrate habit; also P- filtrum var. Mrs. Taylor, P. cucullatum, P fissi-

Black Douglass, Mary Ann, Beckwith Pride, Hills of Snow, Mountain

of Snow, variegated S. A. Nutt, Skies of Italy, Mrs. Pollock, Jubilee,

Jean Packer, Alpha, Bismarck, Distinction, Mrs. Cullum, Bronze Beauty,

Happy Thought, and the Marshall McMahons.

All of these plants were taken from the pots and carefully planted with

plenty of water in the holes and loose earth on top. They were then

being, given water as long as the ground would absorb it. Surface culti-

l seemed settled they

ted, extra feeding of



plants, provn

color. The prostrate varieties hugged the earth and

plctclv uniiacuv. Biandforaim

: in the way of v.

on the south porch. The rose and the skeleton geraniums are the :

adaptable and will stand more shade than the fancier ones.

The plants which had been kept in reserve for border vacancies

included Snowflake', Beauty, Schottesham Pet, Mrs. Taylor, and fi

and varieties of P. quercifolium and P. graveolens. These wer,

:cellent pot plants. Snowflake

The variegated Madame Salleroi was given a thorough trial as an edger.

border where they would have all-day sun. They were planted in the



. They began to grow at once, forming round tufts of firn

; their

leaves were of almost a parchment texture. Although they

posed to be flowering geraniums, two of the plants bloomed, the small

Lady Plymouth and Snowjlake. was comparatively easy ; and"very satis-

factory wherever they had full or half-day sun, water when necessary, and

enough fertilizer to keep them growing. They had no blight or pest that

a simple spray did not quickly destroy.

garden had to be moved to a half-shaded spot. They do not like wind,

and they need very little water, just enough to keep the ground damp

freely. They seem to have no pests to bother them. Mrs. Pollack is the

most sensitive to dampness on the leaves. In full light, with half-day or

morning sun they came to beautiful coloring. I have been told that these

if they will in the climate of New Jersey. Blistering sun, cold winds and

the west porch where they grew beautifully. These fancy-leaved varieties

out their leaves for all to see their beauty.

were put in sand to root'. As these were ready they were taken from the



The plan

talks.

2 roots covered. Each plant was potted as soon as

ground and the pot was filled with very finely s

The little potted plants which had

oved directly into the greenhouse;



stroyed.

With plants of all the varieties of the geraniums safely housed in the

sited g





Quadeloupe— Emerald Of The (Antilles

FOR the last four rears my wife and I, with the collaboration of the

Reverend Father L. Quentin, have gone through the fine forests and

ing and describing its rich and varied flora.

called la Riviere Salee (Salt River). These two islands are botanically

very different. Guadeloupe itself, also called Basse-Terre ("Low-Land,"

It is in the dense wet forest in the central part of Guadeloupe that we

Doctor L'Herminier, Physician Duchassaing and chiefly the Reverend

as the Soufriere, (1,484 meters, the culminating point of the French West
Indies) ; as well as the fehelle, the Citerne and the Grande Decouverte.



Puerto
Rloo

de- 'erre>
^.eslrade
a lADELOUPE

W^'

Q'

St. Kltft^

rtaelemy

A^ Guadeloupe
j_

f\ Domlnlea

ttl Martlniqu*

y) St. Lucia

7 Trinidad

the tour botanically of the g
for they

indmos esSvrnotTnlyorihe !^

g to their leaves. The special fc

hrubby species of p



Guadeloupe, more than 50 are located in the wet forests of Basse-Terre

Piperaceae described by C. de Candolle and those recently named by Pro-

yearly average of about ten meters at the Soufriere), coupled with very

leaves only one cell thick.

Of the orchids, 105 different species are represented, among which 11

are endemic. Nearly all of the orchids inhabit the forest and belong

mainly to the genera Pleurothallis, Epidcudrum, and Habenaria. One

trunks and branches, or as parasites on the roots of the forest trees.

the intermediate, or mesophytic, forests

Gros Morne de Deshaies and Ste. Rose

anist's paradise of which Pere Duss

'(Sloanca 'caribaea and 5\ Massoni)



seeds" (Symplocos martinicensis) , and "cafes-marrons," "coffee-chestm

(Rudgea caribaea) ; and on them all we can collect rare epiphytic orcl

Dugommier, at la Regrettee and l'Ermitage (Trois Rivieres), at l'Es]

highest of which is Masselas, only 120 meters high. There are also

"bois vinette- (Erythroxylon), related to the plant producing cocaine!

Ste. Anne, new species of Piperaceae have been collected.

reefs and madrcporic north cliffs: Fortes d'Enfer, de l'Anse Bertrand,

Piton, and la Pointe de la Vigie ; the eastern reefs : Pointe des Chateaux,

the ponds of St. Francois and Morne a l'Eau, and the fresh water pools.

The neighboring dependencies of Guadeloupe

Antilles Archipeligo.

of them took refuge in the mountains where the







Many Indian types have thus been naturalized in these islands £

The inhabitants here have for many years raised sugar-cane, *

cultivation introduced rather recently. The first crops raised a

ppear in favor of

t quality, 'and C.

(Art,

imong' local food products. It would be desirable 1

Otaheite-apple (Spondias), custard-apple {Annona), rose-apple or

(Diosp :ially t . {Mangifen



already differentiated. Because of its pos

that the Isthmus of Panama did not figur

.ncient fan

ighted on h



.s Gundlachia corymbosa, a sort of goldenrod known as horsebush

an epiphytic orchid ; and Tetramicra canaliculata, a terrestrial orchid, all

Desirade. Here a hyperxerophytic association of Cactaceae reaches its

Desert," between the leper-hospital and the Montana lighthouse,

logically formed from marine sediments of the Miocene period. Its orig-

plantations of sugar-cane and the local species of cotton (Gossypium

the showy-flowered evergreen tree, Tabebuia pallida, and the Guiana plum,

DrypcU

interesting being Terre-d'en-Bas and Terre-d'en-Haut.
'

In this last island

the Morne Chameau (320 meters high), covered with such shrubs as

among them the fragrant Bnmfelsia fallax; Ardisia guadelupensis; the

orchid, Epidendram ciliare ; the acanthus relative, Justicia androsaemifolia;

Saint-Martin and Saint Barthelemy (St. Barts) are two dry, calcareous

islands whose flora is much like that of the Virgin Islands with some

additional special plants, such as Calyptranthes Boldinghii, of the Myrtle

family; the leguminous Galactia nmmmdaria: Erythroxylon ovatmn var.

Barthelemy at Grands Fonds by M. Questel, which we have named in

their cactus-filled deserts, clamber over their verdant' hills, venture deep

understand the richness of the flora there.



The (Arrowhead <As a Food

oAmong The Qhinese By w. M.Ponerfieid

THE small tubers of two species of arrowhead (Sagittaria) are found

in the Chinese food shops of New York. The one that is native in

han the other (S. htifolia), which the Chinese have come to know only

ince they have been in America.

The tuber of the Chinese species resembles a small onion about two

riches in diameter and a little more than an inch in height.2 The photo-

Tubers' of the North American plant (S. latifolia), which are found in

4 found the Chinook Indians of Oregon using it as a food mainstay,

and in 1852 Perry noted this plant in the diet of the Chippewas. 2
It

iition of the buds and encircle the tuber.

The arrowhead, called T'zu-Ku by the Chinese, is well described in the

Pen-tsao. Modern botanists have identified it under a number of different



taro, Colocasia. At Foochow 5
, where it

it is planted, like the taro, in the spring-



47

The starch grains are round-oval, occasionally angled, and they seldom

The arrowhead tuber 1

applied to infected sores,

diseases. The eating of raw tubers is said to be dangerous

sloped and the leaf reaches

The seed of Sagittaria sinensis has not been described. The flowers are

borne in whorls clustered about a scape that comes up directly from the

Madrid and from there was distributed by Haage and Schmidt, who

The projecting sprout develops a terminal bud from which roots and



-sass---.
I
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The £ife Story Of cA Fern

By H. W'. Rickett
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the spores. After a while the

. often so violently as to throw

e the

if carefully cultivated by i.

As they differ from the parent plant in size and shape, so they d

of the prothallus, projecting into the film of water that separates it f





: film of water. Kach of t

prothallus may be s.

f the neck is a chamber which contains a single gamete of a* cliff

a comparatively large and immobile body. When one of the s

is not a root of the prothallus, which never has one, but belongs to the

zygote. Soon afterwards a small leaf uncoils from the same spot ; then

another, a series of them, each a little larger than its predecessor, each



59

fail to find the other kind of gamete. Finally the zygote must slowly grow

wonder that growers of ferns are only occasionally concerned with spores,

3Votes On The Cultivation

Of Hardy ^Native FernS By Isaac Langley Williams *

seed catalogs, and making lists. Regardless of the carefully listed selec-

have proved unsatisfactory, some of the hardy, native ferns might prove



emphatically no. The best

to the cooler sections 'of th<

plea

e of green. This

of the most delightful. It likes a soil with plenty of leafmold and one

fern. It is ideal for the half-shady rockery. Natively it grows in en

of all the ferns. It stands from four to six inches 'high and is everj

Nar
idght of thre . The

Walking Fern, Camptos.

Clinton's Wood Fern, Dryopteris Clintoniana, i:

from four to ten inches high.Oak Fern, Dryopteris Limit

It likes plenty of leafmold on a moist shady bank.



green and resembles the much more common Dryopt

Goldie's Fern, Dryopteris Goldiana, is the largest

:r Wood Fern, Drvoptcris margi

among the rocky woods. It i:

:d cellar hole, growing under t

Christmas Fern, Polysticlmm acrostkhoide

inch evergreen fern that likes to grow on a hill

leafmold soil where there is plenty of shade.

hillsides.

Hartstongue Fern, Phyllitis Scolopendrium*, is one of the rarest species

not resemble in any way any of the other native ferns. The fronds are





Fragile Bladder Fern, Cystopteris fragilis, is a small deciduous fern

that grows on rocky hillsides or on ledges. It is ideal for the partly shaded

Hayscented Fern, Den honestly

roadside. The Cinnamon Fern likes moi

the Royal Fern will also grow in ral

enough. In fact the latter reaches th

re shade tr'

11 the Roy al Fer

:. The Interrupted

gipfpi^ts deep lea

iJVhm

ISMS
Rattlesnake or Grape Fern, Botrvch

of ferns that has distinctive character!

soil than do those of any other genus,

underground. It seems to grow best ii

The sten ™s°haf™.tr;is

roc^ledgfLrnlsTtlul^mtS ks\ame
S

iEronftlie rusty appearance



The best ferns for a sphagnum bog are the Chain Ferns : Woo
eolata and Woodwardia virgin! "

The Sensitive Fern, Onoclea

soil. All are easily grown and propagated by root division or by spore:

Our usual soil mixture is one-half leafmold, one-quarter loam and one

quarter sand. The amount of shade used varies in inverse ratio to th

such as Maidenhair. Hayscented. and common Polvpody, plant them so

that the buds are even with the surface and press in solidly so that thev will

not dry out. The larger ferns should be planted with their crowns above

the surface of the soil but the roots should be planted firmly.

Hardy Ferns Of Exotic oAnd

Horticultural Origin Their Culture Described
By Stuart Longmuir '

Vy- HILE flowering plants for the American garden have been largely



On the whole, the ferns of the West Coast region offer the greatest

difficulty here in the Northeast. A few have come through at Skylands

eastern summers far too dry. Out of nearly sixty ferns of exotic or

mucronata, and Polystichum munitum. More will be told of these ferns

Zealand natives: Blechnum vulcanicum (related to our deer fern yet

fronds are bruised or when they are dried.

Many of the Athyriums (which include the lady fern, A. Filix-femma,

A. ladniatum ehgcms, for example, is a deeply cut form ; the fronds of



Species and forms of Dryopicns are always easy to grow as long as they

America and Europe, may be obtained in a number of horticultural forms

with crested, curled, and forking fronds. Variety Pindari is one of the

the ferns that require a limey soil.

Some 2,500 miles away, in South America, is the native home of a

near relative of this fern, Polysticlwm aculcatum. This is a coarser

in texture. In the west, ranging from Alaska down to California and

The European ostrich fern, Ptcretis Struthiopteris, is practically the

same as our native P. nodulosa, except that it is slightly less tall.

of the easiest of all ferns to cultivate, for it is the only one I know that

to deep shade. The form that we have, designated as "spec'tabilis gracilis,"

cluster give it somewhat the appearance of a flowering plant. We feel



elaborate name of "regia lepidota polydactyla."

In the Middle West and beyond is a species of the lip fern called

Cheilanthes Feei, named after the 19th-century French fern student,

Antoine Fee. The bloom which covers the leaves of this delicate little

Other lime-loving ferns among the exotics that we grow are the cliff-

brake from California, Pellaea mucronata, which likes a fairly dry situation

and a crevice for its roots. Pellaea glabella and Asplenhtm resilient are

s these we

but of which we also have a collection of more than fifty hardv
&
specie's

Most of the horticultural varieties of ferns in our garden have come fron



transferred to pots and later set out in the garden. However, we have

propagated most of ours from spores. There are four methods: (1)

(2) sowing the spores on a sterilized flower pot which is inverted over a

a terrarium. which is the method 'Mr. T. A. Weston has used for his

The important points, we find, are to sow the spores as soon as they

Fern sporelings are highly subject to a disease resembling damping-off

their successful culture. One should never have to resort to feeding

where they can permanently and adequately take care of themselves. An

of New York.



(^rested Hartstongue Ferns

By T. A. Weston 1

W the woodlands and along roadside ditches where the soil was part clay

the crested forms. There are,' I believe, slight botanical differences be-

tween the European and American hartstongues in the way the spore-
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of different types by enthusiastic collectors. 3

also collected hardy British ferns, and even after he migrated to the south

three years ago he made a gigantic garden group of all his various ferns,

Rack in 1933 when writing Mr. Bolton, I asked if he ever sold any of

reply was, "Still a hobby," but he sent some fronds so that I could raise

filled to a depth of 2 inches with washed pebbles, then covered with 1 inch

of scalded sphagnum plus 2 inches of pure peat-mold mixed with sand

that had been scalded and then allowed to dry sufficiently to permit pack-

fully shaded and got the highest measure of heat from the pipes. The

'
' with them. By late fall I had more than 500 in thumb pots,

over one thousand fernlets from this one

produced very poor results because of the watering necessary and the con-

ked out the best 100 or :



Fern literature For The Student cAnd (gardener

Compiled by Elizabeth C. Hm





Ferns Of cAntiquity

By Harold N. Moldenke

A/f ANY of the plants which inhabited the earth in ages past have

known fossil ferns occur in the Mississippian (early Carboniferous) rock

some 125 million years and during that time many ferns were developed

Era. or Age of Reptiles, that morphologic patterns became stabilized

ists. It lias since been discovered that a very great many of these fossils

cycads, now entirely extinct. These plants did not bear the sporangia and
spores of true ferns, but produced true seeds, some of which have been

daceae), adderstongues ' (Ophioglossaceae), filmy-ferns < Hymenophvl-
laceae), and two small tropical families, all of which have at present' a



Ferns Exhibited cAt International Flower Show

1 included in the display of the New York Botanical Garden at the

March 11-16.

because they were not available in this country, and fifteen more were

similarly imported from Canada. For these as well as for the native ferns

to five friends : Isaac Langley Williams of Exeter, N. H. ; Stanley G.

of the Florists' Exchange; and Mr. & Mrs. Edward D. Thurston, Jr., of

Gardeners will see in this exhibit examples of European, Asiatic, and
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Festival of Bloom

bulbs

Sunday, March 17, when the conse

is expected to be at its height, a sp

ulbs and their culture is being plaj5
y display

o be giv

of spring

en in the

Museurn Building. It will be free and op

may e obtained by calling the New Yor Bota lical Garden.

Th e display in the Main Conservatorles at that tin e will be

le Gard

Holland Bulb Industry of Haarlem, Hoi and.



EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Neiv York Botanical Garden

1940 - 1942

of plants
; professional gardeners wishing to extend their knowledge of the

Facilities. The courses are all offered at the New York Botanical

Garden, most of them in the Museum Building, where registration takes

bined horticultural and botanical libraries in the country. The herbarium

of more than 1,900,000 pressed specimens of plants, all classified and

referred to by students under guidance of a member of 'the staff. As

outdoor collections of living plants, which, while arranged for esthetic

studies. There are, for example, the systematic collections of trees and

shrubs, covering a large proportion of the Garden's 280 acres; there are

also the collections of such groups of plants as irises, roses, peonies,

asters, dahlias, and chrysanthemums, all clearly labeled; the Thompson

in the conservatories, the economic plants, the cacti and other succulents!

Location. The Botanical Garden is reached by taking the New York
Central to the Botanical Garden station; the Third Avenue Elevated to the

Bronx Park Station; or the Concourse branch of the Eighth Avenue



Members of the New York Botanical Garden are granted a reduction

in their fees, up to the total amount paid by them for membership. That

is, an Annual Member may enroll without charge for a course or a single

subject with a ten dollar fee, or for a course with a fifteen dollar fee

same year. A Sustaining Member, however, paying twenty-five dollars a

year to the Garden, may enroll for both the first and second terms of the

for only ten of the fifteen dollars fee for the practice term in the spring.

Members of Garden Club Affiliates are privileged to take any subject for

Men n dolla
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cAchiote, The (Blood Tree

r\ F all the useful contributions of the American Indian—such as potato,

and mivstical api natives as the seeds

:. While
for fo. a symbol of blood-
of life

>mes

° £ ^>wer-and as such is usedin daily practice and in

Aimost everyvirhere in the American tTopics , from the lush hot

seldom

cold Sierr

n 'l6 feet high, bloomir,g

U

thr,

'

It is a small tree o

ed by etaiters of soft-spined bui

Upon drying the• burrs split open to re

bout the !iize of the seeds of a

hand the aril, or soft coating, instantly <exudes; a scarlet dye. Thi;

as a dye. In the United States today tons of it are imported annually
for the unromantic but practical purpose of coloring cheese and oleomar-

Indian many centuries old. Although seemingly tasteless to our palate,

generally mixed with the food of the South American mountain Indians.





hinned and tempered with high-smelling

-dusa. This

but always use the achiote as a base'. When going to war with the Miskito

upla (people), the men would paint themselves black on one side, red on

Among the Headhunters of the Upper Amazon, with whom I lived for

some months in 1933-34, the achiote is considered a magical tree and like

this magical achiote bush, which they call ipiaku, has a female soul, it is

it might be needed? To an Indian, and especially to the Headhunter,
danger lurks everywhere; the air, the rivers, are filled with evil genii who

of combating this evil influence. Primarily, the painting of the face with

is of combined religious and magical significance. Often the dye is mixed

and then the color is said to possess much power against the evil-eye, and
is a good augury for hunting. Some Headhunters even regard it as a

love charm and in this use of achiote the Headhunters arc not unique, as

all the Indians of the great Amazonian watershed use it for the same

is known as uruku; in Italy and "in the United' States, it is called

annatto;* while it becomes faroh in the British colonies and orleak to

the Dutch in their South American colony of Surinam. In Central and

name of achiote, adopted from the Aztec word achiotl. It was first



While all Indians in these regions paint themselves with the

none have reached such a stage of decoration as have the Colorado Indiar

color themselves red from the top of their hair to the bottoms of their feei



forward.'

pletely red, but only dyes her face. She uses the achiote for other pur-

poses, however, such as the dyeing of cloth. Whenever the Colorado moves

Why do tl ind why do tl 3 for



ochre -which lias the same effec

nbol for blood—that of red

as the achiotc has on the

i (although to the Colorados

off the principles of evil.

ment when she, like themselves, decorated her face. On one occasion, shi

forward and asked, "Why don't you put the red all over your body a.

we do, why do you only put it on your lips?"

Qround-Qovers For

(Difficult "Places
By Mabel Choate

OjVIass., there were just two kinds of ground-cover on the place, pachy-



(Hosta) at eight-foot i



bottom of the bank, we hope may be a success.

there is a thick undergrowth of bishops-weed (Aegopodium Podag,

woods. This is a pretty, delicate looking plant with heai

ily. A rather fairy-like growth, very different from oth<

has the advantage, too, of having pretty yellow star-like flowers and 1

bright scarlet berries.

in bloom it seems to hang like a pink veil over the bank. Next to th;

a block of gray-leaved sun-rose (Hrtianthcumm) and next to that a
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the same plant, but with green foliage. Their lovely rose-like flowers a

disturbed, looking like a light fall of snow.

climate they are more grateful to garden-lovers than the deciduous plan

Around the house a thick carpet of Hedera Helix baltica seems to gi

plant, its leaves are intensely glossy, very deep green, quite large, ai



but of course this treatment could only be used in ver

horseflies, wasps and other objectionable creatures.

does its best to drive out the grass in our lawns, and although it is greatly

as at the first sign of frost it dies a speedy death and all that is left is a

great black splotch.

although they are generally treated as individual plants.

July, with not a weed in sight ; and to my certain knowledge they have

not been touched, except to be thinned out, for at least thirty years.

great masses of red, yellow and pink flowers are brilliant and effective in

Another very successful effect that we have had is the planting of red

een through tl



Ill the beautiful Colonna gardens in Rome, there are two small spiral

height you look down and see these lovely curly-cue designs lying at vour

feet, the pattern standing out clearly, with great effect. This is due to the

the spiral design.

What was my surprise on going down the hill and seeing the little

low-clipped box was filled with nothing but different kinds of pebbles,

to the beauty of a place, and certainly they lower its maintenance. What

this gives delight as well as a great feeling of triumph to the struggling





Two Serious (Diseases Of Shade Trees

By B. O. Dodge

London Plane Tree Blight

A of a disease of the oriental plane tree which was killing trees at a rather

plane, which is said to be a cross between the oriental plane (Platanus

being called P. acerifolia.

This plane-tree blight has been reported as far south as North Carolina,

Virginia, and Mississippi, (Vicksburg), where the trees attacked have
been identified as the American sycamore, P. occidentalis, thus proving that

the disease is not confined to the London plane. So far it has not been
found in the grounds of the New York Botanical Garden.

The fungus causing this blight has been identfiied as a species of Ceratos-

which causes a serious black-rot disease of sweet potato. C. itlmi is the

species causing the destructive Dutch-elm disease. The plane-tree disease



Bleeding Canker of Map

bark of the 1

s of maple in Rhode Isla

: same disease may be pres

;. 1939). c

. The. extend v callyn

rally. The dise;

bark of cankered areas, sap oozes out and dries up to become the a
of dried blood. The greater the rate of advance of the parasite, the gre;

is this flow of sap. It is for this reason that this disease has been ca

bleeding canker. The fungus causing it apparently enters the trees fi

the base and progresses upward, moving more slowly in slow-growing tr

The foliage of
"

il of die-back fro:

with oliv

Infected t ankers completely e

rhododendrons caused by this and another species of Phytophthora.

para: ing blee.

No one has yet suggested methods for control of thi

Anyone finding a maple tree during the coming sun

be suffering from a disease which might suggest thi:

maple should report it to the New York Botat Garden, or any other

d of the trouble.
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Tulips In The Netherlands

Yesterday oAnd Today

Holland Bulb h

He had glimpsed their beaut

in propagation on a large scale, charged such extravagant prices that en-

vious neighbors stole the finest varieties from the garden which he main-

tained in Leyden.

From this time on (about 1590), trading increased rapidly until it ceased

Viceroy of the same weight sold for 3,000 florins. The highest price

ever paid for a single bulb of Semper Augustus totaled about $2,000, plus

a coach and four white horses complete with harnesses. There were



nally, the Government of Holland 'issued a proclamation put

these practices, but not before thousands of people had lost

at shortly thereafter we find a regular trade developing in

r use in gardens; later, the narcissi, hyacinths, and other

of the Rembrandt class), it is hard to believe that gradually

hrough long and difficult hybridizing, the present forms have

.ffering to the public a choice of thousands of varieties, in ei

Bulb planting is no small matter in Holland, ;

about 20,000 acres of her land to the production o

wild s

It is a for:

varieties remain from that mad time, but ever since then Haarlem has

been the center of the bulb fields, which extend for 18 miles south-

Thus the Holland bulb industry has become the second largest industry

War or no war, people will still look forward every spring to the blaze

of beauty bursting from Holland bulbs in practically every corner of the

All the bulbs in Holland are planted by hand in the fall in long care-

are separated by narrow paths, which are used in the spring for daily

inspection. The same type of soil occurs to a depth of hundreds of feet

and no sign of rock is ever found anvwhere. The canals along the fields

provide a constant water level thirty inches below the planted bulbs and
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After planting, all bull) fields are covered with a thick layer of straw

or reeds for winter protection, to be taken off again in the spring prepara-

bulb fields then are visited by thousands of people, most of them on

colors. This event usually takes place on the second Sunday in April, or if

possible on Easter Sunday. The fields are thrilling to behold then, resem-

Within a short time these fields are all deprived of their great beauty,

are left, the blossoms being snipped off close to the top, so that all the

flowers are sold. They are all destroyed as this is the only way to avoid

vious fall for the purpose of selling their flowers later.

Digging and harvesting are done in June or July. The bulbs are

date heating systems, where they are dried.

After the bulbs have been taken from the fields, the land has to rest for

three years before another crop of the same kind can be grown on the site.

By growing hyacinths, tulips, and narcissi or crocuses in rotation, a differ-

ent crop can be obtained from the same soil each year. Sometimes it is

necessary to trench the bulb land from two to five feet deep, in order to

Insuring Perfect Bulbs

The laboratory work in connection with the bulb industry represents a

continual warfare against insect pests and bulb diseases, and is a feature

of the industry of which the whole Dutch nation is justly proud. Every-

and research, one understands why it is that the Holland bulbs have





Forcing Ferns For (Display

By Joseph W. Tansey

peratures. The evergreen species, although impeded by cold weather,

continue their functions throughout the winter or at least until blanketed

the forcing of ferns.

The ferns used by the New York Botanical Garden in its exhibit at

the International Flower Show in March 1940 were for the most part

received during the fall of 1939. Of these a portion were collected by
ourselves and the remainder were sent in by collectors or as contributions

Potting the Plants

to the type of soil required. It was our aim to duplicate their natural

lime-loving ferns. To their soil mixture, though it was basically leafy,

we added a quantity of finely broken lime rubble. The acid-loving ferns



and the ferns in noTayThoTeTslgns of taYuffidrnt^utrients.

The operation of potting varied according to the nature of the ferns.

smallest possible receptacle was used. This was not for the purpose of

Polystichum, Phyllitis, and others which consist of distinct clumps, were

as the hayscented fern (DennstaedHa punctilobula) , had to be twisted

pans so that the tips of the fronds might be on the soil and give rise to

.ring all outdoors except the evergreen types. Of the three methods

: second was chosen and all the ferns were plunged outdoors in a frame.

-ther freezing. It is believed this additional protection is justified inas-

ich as the ferns being unestablished might have been killed by repeated

rere freezings.

reept the three species of Osmunda were brought into a 45° house

least, was an arduous task as the whole inside of the house was



WESTERN FERNS

FOR EASTERN GROWERS



ashed with kerosene and soap. The soil beneath

.e cinders on the benches was thoroughly disinfec

idess gratifying to know the plants were free frc

of 55 d.

night K

the first of February only a few had shown any signs of growt

to run on bright days up to as high as 90° or 95°. At these ten

actively. As a last resort the backward members of this gr

several large barrels w(

iture before using. The :

urs in the growing of ferns, for not only may it spread

ectly done but it is likely to cause the compact types to d



The cinnamon fern (Osmunda cinnamomea) is especially d

this treatment as its crosier-like fronds are large, vigorous

forced. For showing in the middle of March, 10 days to

For winter display hardy ferns have proved themselves wor
Besides the fact that they require only a very short season

their relative ease of culture and long keeping quality even ui

Spring J^ectures cAt The Qarden



Raising Ferns From Spores

By T. H. Everett

TN gardening practice the raising of plants from spores is practically

They are placed in tight envelopes or folders of smooth white paper until

the case of spores for a constantly saturated atmosphere, in order that

the prothalli will be at all times moist. Sterile conditions are also very

sterilized shortly before use bv baking or steaming. The technique em-
ployed in filling the containers is the same as is used in preparation for

sowing seeds in soil. The surface should be made very fine and absolutely

in nor covered with soil. After sowing, the receptacles are covered with

glass and paper and are put away in a humid propagating case. Each

to make sure that the surface soil never becomes dry. When the prothalli



by baking, steaming or boiling, as also are the bell-jars used for covei

purposes. Now thoroughly wet the surface of the pot or brick v

water (which has first been boiled) and pour sufficient of this into

saucer to cover its bottom. In a still atmosphere scatter the spores c

the brick or over the outer surfaces of the flower pot and then place

other shaded part of the greenhouse and cover with a bell-jar. Subseqv



Fern 'Diseases cAnd 'Pests
By B. O. Dodge

V\7 HILE ferns are much less subject to d
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Mrs. Britton Honored in Dedication of Plaque

By New York Bird and Tree Club

In Wild Flower Garden

Ceremony and Presentation of Fund for

Wild Flower Preservation Work
Follow Program of Addresses

1 May 9 at the New York Botanical Garden in an all-day program devoted

The wife of Dr. N. L. Britton, who was the first Director-in-Chief of

the New York Botanical Garden, was a pioneer—one might almost say the

last month* The date of May 9 for the dedication had been chosen as a

the late cool season held back all but a few Dutchman's breeches, Jack-in-
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The Bronze. Plaque

trade Knight Brition, lover of wild flowers and ardent advocate of their

Mrs. David E. Oak. sister of Mrs. Britton. and her daughter. Miss

Dorothy Oak, who unveiled the plaque. The design in the two lower

corners represents the American holly, a plant for whose protection Mrs.

general public against picking flowers and digging up the plants or passing

laws for that purpose. They mostly overlook entirely the fact that in

tive wild flowers, are being burned, grazed, or cleared every year for agri-



one or more of the best areas should be obtained. In many cases t

probably be done only through the co-operation of several local, int
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owned park or forest for the setting aside of at least 25 or 50 acres for a

unless placed in a special, restricted area. Efforts should, however, be

made to transplant to the area other rare or attractive plants of the region

that are likely to be destroyed by the clearing of land."

In conclusion Dr. Ricker emphasized that while the wild flower educa-

Where Educators Have Failed

Dr. E. Laurence Palmer of Cornell University, Editor of the Cornell

Rural School Leaflets, spoke of the problems in education that confront



weaknesses largely due to the lack of training of those guiding the imme-

Dr. Palmer spoke at length of the inadequacy, even the inaccuracy, of

/ often do.

pick the flowers but not the leaves of adder's-tongues, Dutchman's-breeches,

"Another practice which I have recommended is that of asking people

a radius of five feet. If this practice were followed universally, complete

The "old-fashioned naturalist" was lauded by Dr. Palmer, in opposition



1 Planting Methods for the Native Garden

Roelker of Bedford and New York, representing the Conservation Con
mittee of the Garden Club of America in a survey of the types of lav

in the various states and their effectiveness in the protection of the ran

sanctuary, to be properly protected, should have a fence with a lockf



staff of the New York Botanical Garden, and by Dr. John Hendley Barn-

Fund From New York Bird and Tree Club

President of the New York Bird and" Tree Club, presented the Elizabeth

Gertrude Knight Britton Fund to the New York Botanical Garden with

a brief address to which Mr. Henry de Forest Baldwin, Vice-President

At 3 :30 the audience, which numbered about 150 persons during the

day, adjourned to the Wild Flower Garden for the unveiling of the plaque

Both on the program and in the audience there were persons who had

W years ago. Drs. P. L. Ricker, C. Stuart Gager, Clyde Fisher, and J. H.



Mrs. David E. Oak, Mi

Britton's sister, Mrs. Geor

Wheeler of Yonkers and Mi



Steele of the Bronx, both of whom used to work with .Mrs. Br:

when, before her marriage, she was a teacher at Hunter College,

who today are determined to save the best of the native fl

Elizabeth Q. ^Britton cAnd The {Movement

For The ^Preservation Of ^Native

(American Wild Flowers'

VISITORS to the plantations of the New York Botanical Garden dur-

ing the first few years of its history became familiar with the figure

usually the case, for the woman was Elizabeth Gertrude Knight' Britton',

wife of Dr. Nathaniel Lord Britton, the first Director-in-Chief of the

such flowers, or even entire plants and branches of flowering
&
trees, as he

take a few of them home with him.

Mrs. Britton usually reached her destination in time, and the precipitate
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this, I believe, made what she said all the more effective.)

and that was the condition at other entrances. These experiences made one

garden open to the public.

Ther r 1900; .

The situation became so bad that numerous species of wild flowers dis-

appeared almost entirely in suburban localities where they were formerly

of the New York Botanical Garden, by Dr. Britton, stated as follows:



Dr. Britton then announced that on August 29, 1901, the Misses O
i Caroline Phelps Stokes had presented to the New York Botai

The Stokes Fund and Its Effect

This gift was formally accepted at a meeting of the Board of Managers
held October 23, 1901, and was officially designated as "The Olivia and

Caroline Phelps Stokes Fund for the Protection of Native Plants." It was

such essays." There were three prizes of $50, $30, and $20.

submitted in competition, and the three awards went to Dr. F. H. Knowl-

ton, Miss Cora A. Clarke, and Dr. Abel J. Grout. The first prize essay, of

Dr. Knowlton, had a final circulation of several thousand copies.

Mrs. Britton who conceived the idea and who interested the Stokes sisters

Dr. Knowlton's essay that led to the establishment o:E the Wild ]

Bot. Card.

Oct. 1902). And st

mover") in the estal.lishment of this society.

Early Wild Flower I

ei-tain the first wild flower

id in 1884, when a Mrs. Ewing f<ounded the I

first work in English s alone. The
objects of this societj old garden fl

ion. On the

of Mrs. Ewing she was succeeded by Prof. Daniel Olive:r. This soci.
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America was held in New York on April 23, 1902—almost exactly 38

years ago. Dr. Frederick V. Coville, of Washington, D. C, was the first

president, and Mrs. Britton was elected one of the Board of Managers.

Numerous chapters of the Society were established, and the New York

28, 1924, to reorganize the "National Society," it was decided to adopt

organization, and has held that office ever since. Mrs. Britton, who was

Marshall A. Howe very appropriately referred to her as "the motivating

incorporated New York Chapter disbanded. largely due to Mrs. Britton's

ill health and her consequent inability to carry the work. Its activities were

laws were passed in various states, additional chapters of the Wild Flower

I hold in my hand a copy of a bill introduced as recently as March 20,

1940, in the State Senate at Albany, N. Y., by Senator Rae L. Egbert, of

Tompkinsville, Staten Island. This bill (No. 2510. Int. 1995), is entitled:



commission ," but he would be at liberty to fill seve ral passenger automobiles

1

AsaT^lUo/thrietters and telegrams sent tc> Albany in opposition to

forty's
:d, especially after nearly

""J rea^J p!Zc
ha

et,

e

ition.

need
"'
* ernal vigilance, and of a

Example o,f Diligence

never tired. She herself

he New York Botanical

rden Clubs of New York

State, Mrs.

Christmas

^Chrfstmas
Sh

dec

a

oratio

P
ns"

10ted ^ '

propagation of holly by

The extensive bibliography of Mrs. Britton's

piled by Dr.

cal Club, J;

of twenty-nine years, from 1901 to 1929, inclusiv,
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pressed the idea of the establishment of the New York Botanical Garden.

(Jour. N. Y. Bot. Gard. 35:101-102. May 1934.) So far as available

than the bronze plaque we dedicate this afternoon to the memory of

Elizabeth Gertrude Britton.

Slizabeth Qertrude Knight ^Britton

cAs A Scientist*

By John Hendley Barnhan

VWE are here to honor the memory of Mrs. Britton's valiant work ir

entirely abandon the research to which she had devoted her leisure for sc



portant papers in later decades. In April. 1888. the Torrey Club estab-

lished a standing committee on the Cryptoganna of the local flora; she

In 1898, largely through her efforts, a society was formed devoted ex-

Sullivant Moss Society. She was'of course one of the original members,

dent of this society for the four years 1916 to 1919.

husband to the world-famous Royal Gardens of Kew. that New York
ought to have a great botanical garden, and to the efforts of Dr. and

she had done without it. Her published annual reports for the years 1914

during this period. From what has been said it may readily be seen how



^Botanical J^ore From Korea

By Florence Hedleston Crane

T F you will go with me over the sea and far away to Southern Korea

"Gentle Heaven" (Soonchun), rising out of a broad plain of rice fields,

The lore of Old Korea has a worthy giant who rivals Atlas in his

them comfortably on his great shoulders, started out across 'the fields.

The sun rose hot, and the rocks began to roll off these mountain peaks, un-

three peaks right down in the valley and left them there.

Ancient Korea not only had giants in those days, but great dragons as

well ! Now the dragon who lived and ruled beneath this lovely valley of

rice fields objected to this additional burden on his back, so he rose up and

The Koreans have always been a very clever people, making the most

home. This, of course, is a woman's task, as is also the art of dyeing these

yards of materials from native products, largely of vegetable concoctions.

early spring, are the exact shades a Korean bride loves best for her trous-

seau. The strange green of the barley field in May is perfect for a little



ack of

, in ready «

eadful
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liers appeared, followed, a little later, by companies in green, then by

h thousands of well-armed men, carrying naming torches, and shooting

young and a red one when grown? (This reverses the custom of Korean

Chinese say that Koreans are most "old-fashioned" as they wear styles

same for the West, as this ancient story proves,

spot to Korean yards. It is planted inside the high rock walls which

is the flower dearest to the young girls of the Land of the Morning Calm

the dye' with which they have tinted their finger nails through long ages.

If the Honorable Father is alive, the dutiable daughter tints her

thumbs ; for her mother, she tints her index finger. The Honorable Elder

must not be gay. If 'she has younger brothers or sisters the little finger

tells the story. Mark well, therefore, our sub-deb's hands, for there you

will find her family secrets

!
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Vest-Proof, Foolproof,

cAll-Turpose lapses

By C. R. McG
ribed

OURELY there

and will grow ah

for outdoor culti

more garden pur

ire. Thei:

poses than

1 reason

nctically all of them are hardy ii

any other shrub. They can be

used

mde, in sl border, or in the rock garden ; tor



eson in Afghanis!

this

n one, of c

11 species. lovely, 1

ful as R. x

almost exactly the shade of the Hybrid Tea Rose, Goldenes

(or Golden Main) the yellowest of all yellows.

There is a hybrid given me by the late G. A. Stevens from Bree

R. spinosissima altaica, by Dr. Van Fleet. The flowers have five i

light >

,
and they completely cove: :s from

sima Maxima Lutea, like

so with black fr

R. hibernka, the "wild I

vigorous bush; theblosson

icarpa have imn

s R. Sayi), a Rocky J



specie

li decided lavender fragrance. Tli<

flower is unbelievably attractive.

Micrugosa is a hybrid made with R. rugosa at the time when tl

arching branches covered with 'dark pink flowers in May.

R. rubrifolia and its hybrid, Carmenetta, have grayish re.

One English authority considers R. pomifera (also listed as h

very, very lovely, but there are others whose habit I like better,

and each individual plant should be given space to develop.

Ther,

R. rugosa and their hybrids. Sev



"Rock 13495" is one of the most distinctive, standing 6 to 7 feet high

irTyS.S"''Tnd Weinl^tZ'period

R. Banksia,'. Morletti Cknown also

'

as R. it

p an apple ti;Y™hl»ited.

13495" ;

irh Ornamcmtal Fruits

Those with the most striking hips and seed pods are R. highdownensi:

"Rock 13495", R. nutkana, R. Hillicri, 1 R. blanda, R. SouHcana, f,

spinosissima altaica (black fruits), R. oyxodon and R. haematodes (wit

Climbing Roses

is R. Hillieri1 (a hybrid between R. Moyesi and R. Wilmottiae). 1

foliage; it has large single white flowers with yellow centers, four to five

red Cherokee roses in Pennsylvania.
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R. setigera, the only climber among American species, enjoys two dis-

father of a fine new race of hardy climbers, developed 'by M- H. Xorvath.

with white flowers in trusses, with musk fragrance.

R. odorata gigantea should be mentioned I think as it has iiad more

less satisfactory results. The foliage is beautiful, glossy, and almost

since 1928; it has attained a height of ten feet, yet we have never had a

botanist I will attempt no taxonomical discussion of their various differ-

ences. Those interested would do well to read Dr. Erlanson's scientific yet

thirty-four species found on this continent of which we have twenty-four

it is found above the sixtieth degree of latitude in Alaska and Kamtcha'tca.

We have two plants, one from England, and the other from the University

of Michigan Botanical Gardens. They have the same foliage and habit

but the flowers of one are light pink while on the other they are dark pink.

R. Montezumac, from Central Mexico, has the most southerly habitat,

R. arkansana, a vigorous shrub, reaching a height of four feet, has the



The Strange Qase Of

Qoles vs. Qulpeper

By Albert E. Lou

r Nicholas Culpeper nor William C

Culpeper was the older. He was born in 1616 and about 1640 he set

himself up as an astrologer and apothecary in Spitalfields. A few years

later he committed the unpardonable sin of publishing an unauthorized

remedies. Needless to say, his name was anathema to the orthodox medical

men of the time, but Culpeper had a ready tongue and he missed few

edition followed edition down to our own day. No English herbal begins

He died in 1654, only five years after the publication of his first book.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of Wants.

chap. 1.

jfSimplinr ill Antiquity, Dig-
T

-ij,rkM[mrt,4ulUftf&4t

published a tiny duodecimo, "The Art of Simpling," which was followed

signs that indicate their use. Plants with heart-shaped leaves cure diseases

ivill sooth. stings. Of



Coles explained that it was not God's purpose to make things too easy for

the herborizer—He merely pointed the way. It is interesting to note that

,-highest .point by delia Porta. They .considered signatures ?.nd astrology

asxomplementary. but by the middle Df.thcrsewnteenlh century, -each had

fortunate indeed, for it is one of the most interesting and readable of the

granted that the reader either knows them or that he has a book that

nigh finished and I hope will be shortly ready for the Presse." Coles' style

is direct and colloquial. He is one of the first to use the "plain English",

so filled with pithy sayings, folklore, and proverbs that it is hard to resist

eyes upon the weeds, as you call them, that grow by the walls 'and under

Compare it with the opening words of a contemporary book, also by an

"Avoiding the Prolixity and tediousnesse of a Proemiall Discourse

(Brevity being here intended) thou mayest first consider the Quid fit of

Vertues and Use of Plants, as serving to the Curation or Sustentation of

the Body; as also of their Danger; and the Remedies thereof." Lovell

rarely uses an Anglo-Saxon word if he can find a Greek or Latin poly-

i one on "Other Tra.

. of "The Art of Simpling



CHAP. XXV.
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HrtbtytrcgMhtrtd.

A Nd now I have done with tht

X\ letting of Planti, give me letvi

to fpeak fomewhit of the gaihenng

divert Mod<
profeffcd

Sympathy

nd fome Innir,

Amongft which MaRcr ClfP>r ('

w.re be ilivf, I fhoold b« more pliia

he.forfootb, t'udgeth

bePhyfitians, who :
Aftrology, ii if he i

gather Hstbti) thai-- „

himfclfe for thwe psnct charge f D d

neyto in Aftrologei foe thiee pence?

•rhtfitUuiddrgii, wh"a heitewsth

-f...,h«ri«g Simple., Letth.Pl.net

gov«n«,&c: if they can, in
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(•if Afttologer. onely ci

Malta Culpifir can illow m -' "

gazing, though hcrailei at it

Matter £*«/^<riA!troiogicall way of

thtk»t»ledgff rims'. 79

mi young or very old) ace qutft>

jnlefle the belt, but at fuch timet, or

nuft be gjad to make ufc of the dt'yed

D1,«,which whether dryed in She Sun,

by too much moiftur« For Flow

but for oth:r ufn, the L«ve» newly
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The Art of

SIMPLING
INTRODUCTION

G»btfi9gtftUm\t.

Wherein theDefirii-

nitions, Divifions^laces,

Ddcriptions}
Differences,

Names, Vermes, Times

of flourifliing and gathering,

UfcsJemp«ature$,Signatures

tod Appropriations of Pl»n

methodically laid down.

WhertuntoiixWtd,

AVifcwtrj tftbe Ltftr Worli.

By W.CotBt."

The Art of

SIMPLING
INTRODUCTION

GttbtringtftUwti.

Wherein theDefini-

nitions, Divifions,Places,

DefcriptionsJDiffcrences,

Names, Vertues, Times
of flourifliing and gathering,

Uf«,Temperatures,Signatures

and Appropriations of Planti, are

methodically laid down.

WberuHicoil a&cd,

A'Difccvtry of the Itffer Wcrll

before published: Most of which I a
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Today the solid merit of Coles' books is almost forgotten. Anthony

Wood, in his Athenae Oxoniensis, 1692, calls Coles "the most famous

Coles is remembered today chiefly for his scathing attacks on Culpepcr and

they were 'written. We shall probably never know what caused the out-

reasons for his choler and Culp'eper could not reply. He died two years

"Master Culpeper (a man now dead, and therefore I shall speak of him

...;... he forsooth, judgeth all men 'unfit to be Physitians, who are not

Artists in Astrology, as if he and some other Figure-flingers his corn-

can gather, either by his Books, or learne from the report of others, he

Art of Simpling," 1656.

Coles' whole reputation as the chief opponent of astrology rests on a

few sentences o like tenor, but the words were scarcely off the press be-

fore he changed

in 1657, I have noticed no disparagement of astrologers,

In 1938 Mrs Rosetta E. Clarkson reprinted "The Art of Simpling"

for the Herb Lovers Book Club, using a copy which she owns, dated 1657.

that this was merely a re-issue of the book of 1656, but

to find textual d fferences. Mrs. Clarkson very kindly lent her copy of the

o that I could study the two side by side. This proved

that there were t

ulars. The copy that Mrs. Clarkson used for her reprint

represents a second issue, unknown to bibliographers and apparently

""lathis issue, five leaves (Al, Bl, E2, E3, and E4) are replaced by

catchword on the verso of F6 has been corrected from "hr" to "her", but

rTeTsarnyTave blbM^ph^sSca^"
1

°
n tHe Pr£SS an<1 d

°
n0t

tlepage, is unchanged exce



Kach 'of the oth<

the astrologers. Indeed, Coles backs up so

: astrologers on the verso of Bl. that he

! Knowing only this second version, Mrs.

The omitted signature a provides a clue. This signature contains the

dedication and a leaf of errata. When Coles wrote his hook, he had no

fall into the Lap of some worthv persons that will cherish it. though I

have learned that Elias Ashmole had taken up the study of plants. Ashmole

tok' of embracing a philo.
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I doe here prefent you with wba
J have expteffed in the Epiftle t<

the Reader. The Rcfuit ofman] ;

years experience, whichlbai
'

rmploycd for the benefit of m
Countrymen,whole ignorance i

theforms of fimplesis very mud '

to be pittied. In commiferada '

whereof, I have made itmy i

to raufter up a number of I

Obfervattons, as may tend m
to their benefit, if fo be they

lay afide their felfconceitednefi

and diligently follow what is her

prefcribed. I goe not about «

deceive them with a fewempq

deceive them with a fen er

potions ; as Mr. Culttftr hath

„.„ lately done, telling them many
thlNoDfenficall (lories of I kno

to thofc that knew him , or are

able to judge of his Writings,

that he underftood not thole

Plants he trod upon. And that

which addes to his fallacious af-

:ions, is.that he hath obtruded

_fe things upon the Country
people, pcrfwading them that.. people, perfwading them thai

ij
*hey would be much fortheirbe-

fit; who being taken with any

novelty, fwallowed his bait, ho-

wii Pin8 that there mig'lt b* fome'

f0C| what of value in them, but were
' " :oomuchdeceived,asexperi-

may plainly (hew. All the

ks at which he willingly

(tumbled, I (hall carefully avoid,

and plainly demonftrate to their

fenfes the rcafonablenefie, plea-

IIICI
fit 5
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Coles. Possibly Ashmole demanded the change. By 1657 the Common-
wealth was on the down-grade and Ashmole had a good deal of influence

the book marketable, five new leaves were printed. These were inserted in

place of the leaves that seemed likely to make trouble and, in its new and

innocuous form, "The Art of Simpling" was placed on the book-stalls

rare? Coles' book has great merit, yet it was never repriced and very

and a vindictive one. I cannot escape the feeling that he may have been

Athenae Oxoniensis. Ashmole's reply is a model of evasion:

"3 July 1682. I am sorry I cannot at present give you any account of

Mr. William Cole. But as he, so some others (that have dedicated Bookes

to me) were indeed strangers to me, and I have never heard of them after.

rest here, but beare it in mind."

Perhaps he did

!

(African Violets For The Window Qarden

tifically, requires verv little sunlight, not too much heat, and a considerable

amount of moisture. Most of our modern steam-heated apartments are
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Several of the outermost healthy leaves may
iharp knife, making the cut close to the base of

erable portion of the leaf petiole is attached to

ials. The entire leaf petiole should be inserted

at the base of the petiole, and it will probably require two more weeks

when the leaf was kept on moist blotting paper in a covered glass dish.

blade without the petiole. When this is done the lower portion of the

blade is inserted in the sand to a depth of about an inch. The new plants

may appear on both sides of the leaf but will always be found near the

larger veins. The time required for the formation of new plants from

probably be longer than that required when the petiole

a the cutting. The second

• on a leaf-blade cutting wl s been lish for
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Sugar—

By William J. Robb,

T
d

), 73 ; 1910, 80, and no

, the early years of the Chrii



in his ledger for 1759 records loaning to George Fairfax 5 loaves of

e, bronze, or the iron age, we might well characterize the present as

The Purest Food Available



photosynthesis. The cellulose, the pectic

The Energy in Sugar

ms of energy, such as light or electricity, and made to do work. '

combining CO, and H 2 into sugar part of the light energy is stc

rgy is set free. When cell walls or oils or proteins are construe

C„ H 12 6 + 60, = 6 H 2 + 6 C0 2 + 673,000



nally r

wonderfully complicated yet extremely important process is

:diary metabolism of carbohydrates.

ee in the body. The work I do in writing this comes from

n so I might si

Mar
lalysis

Sugar to Supply Man's \eeds

per square meter per hour, or 10 grams in a 10-hour day, which may

quires between 3,000 and 4,000 kilogram-calories per day and this amo

meter of leaf makes only 10 gram's of glucose per day, it would reqt

between 80 and 100 square meters of leaf surface to supply a man v.

t of tl



in our body structure permitting the exposure of a greater 'area would be

7 or 8 yards in diameter or our lips extruded into a semicircle 10 or 12

tissue. Such thin extended surfaces would require support of some sort,

loss of water from such extended areas would require us to drink more.

A few minutes exposure to cold weather would freeze such tissue, and

siderable difficulty because of the sail-like character of the tissue exposed.

which would add to the decorative effect; though even under such circum-

stances some kind of anchorage would be necessary if we were not to be

Some Horticultural (Portraits

IN the fifteenth century there seems to have arisen a fashion which lasted

three hundred years or more of representing botanists and horticulturists

holding their favorite flowers, or rather, perhaps, the flower they were most

time I have received roots hereof from' Virginia, otherwise called Norem-



Theatrum Botanicum of 1640. Of (he four vignettes here depicting

astride of what is presumably a llama, the earliest known European repre-

placing roses in paintings of the Mother and Child. The name "carnation"

is believed by some to be derived from canto . carnis, the Latin word for

Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture, in the latter part of the fifteenth





latest variety of this flower. In the Kaiser Friedrich Museum
is the portrait of a man holding pinks which has, in the past

tributed to Jan van Eyck, and has been supposed to have bee

painted by some Flemish painter in 1S24. He holds a single flesh-colored

pink which is convex in outline, rather than lower in the center like the

profile, known to the French today as "Flamands," or the Flemish type.

The Johnson Collection, through whose courtesy these photographs are

One of these, which is by the fifteenth century French painter known as the

celosia or cockscomb. As this flower seems not to figure in classical litera-

horticultural interest alone. A native of India and the Far East, it was

probably introduced into Europe at a relatively late date. Johnson's

Gardeners' Dictionary says three varieties of this plant were introduced

The other horticultural portrait in the Johnson Collection is by the

and a

-ichly d

i I have
'

-t of sc

it was painted. It must represent either Rosa gallira or Rosa centifolia

the only double roses then known in Europe,
k
each of which had rec

1525, a

In considering
•

left one reads
'

S 27."



Seeds of the Qinkgo

By W. M. Porterfield

"JPaJl-Icc

the Chinese. The description of the seed contained in Mr. Detwiler's

however, might be added.

Kaerapfer about 1690 discovered it in Japan2 and described it in his



Amoenitatum Exoticarum published in 1712. Dr. Clarke Abel3 naturalist

with Lord Amherst's embassy at Peking in 1818, noted the sale of the fruit

Vienna, then A. P. de Candolle discovered one at Bourdigny near Geneva.

The first illustrations4 of the seed and its parts were made in 1826 by L. C.

cepted and used in Japan but the spelling was changed from "Gin-ko" to

The tree acquired both of these i

"

' " ' '

Although the male trees bloo

late trees many of the fruits abort and fall off. Those which do surviv.

mature and the seeds are viable. When the ripe fruit begins to drop, it

a Chinese or I e fruits

The smooth roundi





out, swollen glands. According to Chinese medical lore ginkgo seeds when

order to be eaten safely they must be cooked or roasted. Europeans and

meal to aid digestion.'

Sprecher8 states that the kernel of the ginkgo seed contains only starch

whereas that of most of the other conifers contains oil. This is further

supported by analyses of the seeds made by Blasdale (1899), Suzuki

(1902), Langley (1907), and Read and Liu (1927). 9 The dry kernels

contain from 62 to 68 per cent of starch, the only instance of its kind

established the fact that in addition to starch the seeds of the ginkgo con-

The seeds are viable and will germinate when planted, but in my experi-

tree are much more vigorous. While the tree is known to be immune to

may become inhabited by a worm of the genus Oxyuris12 which finds in



The (Devil-flower

Of The {Monsoon Forest Of {Malay

By H. W. Rickett

ice Tacca Chanlricri,

ervatories not for its graceful form or its

ishes in the warm moist air of tropical forests. Among the clustered leaf-

calls the plant the Devil-flower.

it. A closely related species, T. pinnatifida, the South Sea arrowroot, is

used for food by natives; the name Tacca is said to be derived from the

word used by the natives of Amboina for this edible species. Since

primitive medicine is often associated with devil-worship, the somewhat

virtues. The natives consider it especially effective against falling hair

which bear more whiskers, and so on. A characteristic cluster had 12

flowers and 14 hair-like bracts ; the last few bracts sending up no flowers

from their axils. The apparent umbel of Tacca is really a pair of very

in such genera as Narcissus and Hippeastrum of the Amaryllidaceae.

These plants also have been mistakenly described as umbellate, and a

relationship. Tacca has been considered related to the aroids, to Dioscorca,





The stem is partly ncte o i J fl e upper part is enveloped by th



characteristic of many 'plants of tropical forests. The edible tubers of

About 25 species of Tacca are known, from various parts of the tropics

of the monsoon forest of the Malay peninsula and adjacent Indo-China.

Other species are found in Java, Sumatra, Borneo, Polynesia, the Philip-

Reviews of Recent (Books
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(Bizarre Trees <And

Other Strange ^Plants

From Slower (California By im l. i

FOR more than half a century—from the time he made his first trip at

the age of 22 until his last in 1910, a year before his death—Edward

back collections of plants and animals never before known to science.



:n to fifteen times as long. At this stage the plant resembles



the same time. The large umbels of bright blue flowers suggest a small

season have failed to grow in the San Francisco Bay Region, and seeds

in the dry, sandy d

itive abundance of Brodiaea Pah,

in the Sierra San Pedro Martir ;

short of tl

Trees of the Peninsular Desert
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more strikin,

For

discolor, the Elephant-tree. The bark is from V/2 to 3 inches thick, chalky

A Botanist's Field Trips South of the International Boundary



imbedded in tangles of dry filaments fro

themselves directly to the phloem of the vascular bundle, or less

ently on the blade. In the latter case the haustoria attack any of the



is often 6-8 feet from

Fouquieria splendens is abundai

F. peninsularis takes its place. Ther-



among the branches of desert shrubs, and bears brownish, inconsp :

racemes of showy white flowers slightly less fragrant than tho

s that hold intense interest for

altitude of about 10,000 feet at the summit of La Provic

Qrowing cAlpines In Sphagnum

With ZNutrient Solutions By C. Coleman Berwick

T""\ O YOU REMEMBER when you found that lovely little alpine plant
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of plants. One realizes that from this poor-looking stuff must come all

our small effort will prove helpful to tr

these gems of the garden.

The Plants to Choose

itively high acidity. This group of f;



lack of damage and less set-back.

Our plants were next carefully potted in sphagnum, attention bei;

but clamp. The sphagnum was shredded or pulled apart so as to loosen the

fibres in first about the roots and as the pot began to fill with sphagnum,

always forcing it toward the center of the pot, using a pointed stick or

Pots and Potting Methods

The pot itself must be given special consideration. If an orchid pot hav-

about half of the diameter of the pot bottom.

:s of sherd for one-third its depth. One can use a much smaller pot

k out the drainage hole of 1
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After potting, each plant is placed under the bench in the shade and

and the plant's more or less dormant period arrives.

One can easily understand that there is not a great deal of fertilizer in

a more or less complete fertilizer. This was done, not for the purpose of

stances were tried as fertilizers but discarded because of some objection-

fertilizer for the plants in sphagnum. The use of these solutions has now

pH 5.5 or 5.6. We found a modification of the formula'as developed by



feeding with nutrient solutions, there are so many factors involved,

ditions of' the plants and alter any stereotyped rules that one tries to set

the first spring growth starts, once about every three weeks at first,

tinued until the flowers begin to open. As flowering begins, we gradually

modified Hoagland's solution is entirely withheld, and the plant is allowed

If it is necessary to water the plants because of the drying out of the

is quite dry. When we say "dry" we mean relatively dry, and here again



placing them in a sand or gravel bed, the whole routine is definitely worth

The writer would be very glad to learn the experience of others who

(A House-Plant Which

Propagates Itself By E. J. Alexander

«P ICKABACK" the New York florists call it, and 'indeed the new
1

_

plants do ride "piggy-back"' on the old leaves of Tolmica Mcnsiesii,

for which it is eminently suited. Some growers'call it "Youth-on-Age." It is



in 1832 and after. Dr. Tolmie was also a botanical collector, 'and one whose

on the voyage of the "Discovery" in' the 1790's.

Dr. Menzies first collected the plant on Banks Island, off the coast of

?w.
&





develops into a plant until the leaf has decayed or become separated from

bracted stem eighteen inches to two feet tall. They are tubular in shape,



Three'^Day Short Qourse In 'Practical (gardening

(Announced In £New edition Of

Educational 'Program

Three-day Short Course in Practical Gardening, with lectures, demor

10 a.m. to noon and from 1 :30 to 4 :4S p.m.

Marshall Fieid estate at Huntington, L. I.; James S. Jack, Head Gar.

for Mrs. Mark S. Matthews at Rye, N. Y. ; Thomas Little, Superintei

for Col. Robert H. Montgomery at Cos Cob, Conn. ; Robert Scott,

In courses to be given at the Garden this fall, the following subjects will

be offered:

Trees an

red.- Cultivation of Gre



Building, Dr. B. O. Dodge.'instructor.

cAutumn J^ectures At The Qarden

W be opened at the New York Botanical Garden and will continue

through Dec. 14. They will be given each Sattirday from 3 to 4 p.m. in the

books relating to the subject of the weekly lecture. Colored slides will be
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Korean (Chrysanthemums

A Chapter in Horticultural History

THE LUSTROUS TONES in the new chrysanthemums known as

Korean hybrids, coupled with the hardiness of their roots as corn-

equally new Pygmy Gold, a double-flowered dwarf.

colors to be found in the Korean hybrids, but in addition to their decora -

in a coldframe.

The Koreans have been developed during the past few years at the

Bristol Nurseries, Bristol, Conn., by Alex Cumming. For many years

this nurseryman and breeder had been striving to bring a strain of hardi-

ness into the chrysanthemums. He had done some work with Chrysan-



In 1927 he rece

rticularly impressed me because the stock planted out

irent. From crosses made during the season of 1928,

numbered 64-29, th

"The first hybri

been able to trace



itus), is one of the two Americans responsible for the introduction of the

native Korean plant into this country, the other being Harlan P. Kelsey,

nurseryman, of East Boxford, Mass. For many years Professor Jack

plant to the United States. It is true that each did introduce it, but quite

Professor Jack, in the course of an expedition in 1905, collected Chrysan-

ited plants to the Arnold Arboretum.

s by Harlan P. Kelshe was given one or two plants of tl

cultural name. C. sibiricum appears in the supplement to the 1935 edition

mold Arb

"It was introduced by Professor J. G. Jack of the Arnold Arboretum

from Korea to the Arnold Arboretum in 1905, flowered there in 1906

and was identified by Dr. Alfred Rehder. Plants and seeds from this



"Prof. Jack . . . stated . . . that he never c'laimed to be the first person

and brought it to the Arboretum in 1905.

that in 1735 the plant had been recorded and believed to be a synonym for

It has been said that E. H. Wilson brought the species to this country

While it has been the subject of much discussion in horticultural circles,

sibilities of crossing cultivated species were exhausted and that the

with pink, was Mr. Cumming's choice for the experiment. The first cross

was made in October 1928. In more than 2,000 years of chrysanthemum

parent before it was discovered by another breeder.

The first selected seedling of Mr. Cumming's initial cross between Ruth
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peculiar arrangement of flower buds, in a spiral or cand
'

When the flowers opened, their unmistakable Korean c

came obvious. The flowers were in odd cup torn



that "no actual new color factor has been added but that t
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Syrup cAnd Sugar From cMaples

The Story of How a Native Product,

A Culinary Luxury Today

By Edmund H. Fulling

:s of tt

v the

acquaintance with plants as sources of human food which has since been

It is natural to suppose, therefore, that he knew how to secure sap from the

successive freezings in shallow vessels. By the 'latter method the frozen

surface water would be discarded each time until a syrup of suitable

density was ultimately secured. Before fire-resistant vessels came into his

hands from the white settlers, the Indian probably also obtained maple

dropped into t



i he directed into a har

lie pith removed. Two- ft

was not long after contact had been made with the white settlers

primitive type of container could still be' effectively used for

The journal of a white settler captured by the Indians in 1755

100-gallon elm bark trough used by his captors for storing the s:

Today It Is Done By Farmers

A few of them carry it through all the processing stages thems.



rod, to provide a channel for the sap. Generally, only one

ecorded, is a desecration of Nature's gift.
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The EvaporaHon Process^ '

oldsiffgle-sto, ited on a slight slope

which permit:s the sap from the collecting sled to be delivered by gravity



the house, preferably on the shady side. What may be regarded as the

ultimate refinement in this phase is a system of connected pipes running

through the orchard and supported on short posts or fastened to the



being drawn off. To increase the heating surface and thus speed up the

evaporating process, the bottom of the pan is corrugated or provided

about 6 per cent but later may constitute from 25 to 30 percent of the

Fresh sap, when boiling, always has a temperature of 213°F., one
degree above the boiling point of water, but as the sap thickens and the

density of it increases through evaporation of water from it, higher and

agreed that when the density reaches such a point that one gallon of the

be drawn off. By suitable regulation of his fire, of the depth of sap, and

ing to size, have capacities for converting from 25 to 400 gallons of sap

before shipment to large plants for further treatment.



is classed as a luxury. The demand for this luxury, in the form of both

eighths of the total sap produced was adulterated before being placed on

producers of pure syrup do considerable' business in furnishing their

resorted to organized campaigns of public education in order to increase

: center, laterally, are distributed by freight to fa

ints, some merchant or other person of standin
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6. On the fourth floor it is forced through filters to remove foreign

for the syrup must pass through a heavy, tightly woven canvas sheet, a
layer of filter paper, and a one-inch layer of chalk preparation secured

7. If the batch being processed is of high-grade quality suitable for

and tr ough tl

naple
]

11. After several hours the syrup will have solidified into blocks of

box and tested in the chemical laboratory.

12. Better grades of syrup are also manufactured into sugar in a

or by purchasing companies.

Physiology of the Maples' Sap-yielding Phenomenon
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Sap-yielding Species of Maple

The exudation of elaborated sap from trees when they are wounded is

not at all peculiar to the sugar maple. Many other maples display a similar

or so species of maple distributed throughout the world about a dozen

are native to the. United States, and of these, four merit consideration

The sugar maple is found throughout the eastern part of the United

Though the

. Vermont, New York, Ohio.

about 10 percent of the maple products used in the United States

The black maple, Acer nigrum, so similar to the sugar that it is rega

tion, but the black maple is not so common as the sugar.



Injury To <Daylilies ^By Thrips

By A. B. Stout

The thrips feed on the tender branches and flower buds of young

affected. But frequently portions of an inflorescence escape injury and

on page 245. For such scapes the main stem', and also laterals as well, are

several layers of dead cells. 'Lateral branches and flower buds in varying

that result from somewhat localized feeding of the thrips. When a con-

to Professor ]. Douglas Hood of the Department of Entomology, Cornell

University. He identified one or more individuals of four different species,

and decided that the thrips responsible for the injuries to daylilies belong
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(Autumn In The 'Vine (Barrens 1

By Eleanor C. Marquand

T N the early autumn, after a few frosty nights, those who love the woods

lished there have disappeared for one reason or another, so that this vast

There are four state forests in the Pine Barrens—Lebanon, Penn, Bass

River, and Green Bank, through which wind many miles of fine gravel



bear small white fruits among their brilliant leaves. Blackberries and

our first settlers to eat blueberries and cranberries, and the latter

were sought in boggy, marshy places* but it was not until 1835 that one

miles of the dwarf forests, is' thick with rather dull red berries by October.

With it one finds wintergreen, whose relatively large, bright scarlet fruits

widely used 'in Christmas decorations as to threaten this shrub with

covered with silky white seed-clusters—at a little distance deceptively like

blossoms. These are almost the only woody-stemmed Composites in this





John D. Rockefeller, Sr.

'

Some day I hope to see a national park established near the state pari

e.ns Large Colin-lion. Made Available



Qrowing Ferns From Spores On

Sterile ^Nutrient {Media
By Clara S. Hires

rr HE spores of ferns are only about one-thousandth of an inch in length,

life cycle of ferns', as brought out by H. W. Rickett in this Journal for

duction. It is sufficient to recall here the speck-like beginning of a plant

prothallium. and the subsequent production of the sporophvte. which is

University with the pure culture method as applied to orchids, durii

to light and other environmental factors. Now with the development

but also has too often been a factor in his heavy losses.

The essence of the pure culture method is that the plant be grown
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poured into the thoroughly cleaned smaller tubes or flasks. The amount

opening of the tube or flask is closed by a stopper of cotton, which permits

; if the cotton is kept dry. After the tubes and flasks 1

with the cotton stoppers, they are sterilized by stean

with every detail. Solu-
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By Ira L. Wiggins

Dudley Herbarium
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Sierra San Pedro Martir to Valle de la Trinidad. The seeds

Mexicali, and Tia Juana during years of good seed production.

in small numbers along the banks of' El Rio Santo Domingo n

Antonio, at an altitude of about 2,100 feet. A number of small tre

San Pedro Martir, at an altitude of 4,860 feet. This is probably 1

southerly station for the incense cedar on the peninsula.

seen more symmetrical or healthier specimens. Many of the sr

n Rosario and San Fen
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Study Room For 'Diatoms and cMyxomycetes

To me Formally Opened Jan. 11, 1941

HTriE SPECIAL ROOM for the Dr. Fred J. Seaver, and the hon-

: collections, those

he Garden, of the New York the Garden's large colle

•oscopical Society, and others myxomycetes and diatom;



The 'Diatom Collections cAt The

3Vew ICork ^Botanical Qarden

By Joseph F. Burke

New York Botanical Garden is able to offer for the use of research

hensiveness. The collections have been placed in a special room which is

room have been placed also the Myxomycete Collections, the size and im-

portance of which are also due in large part to the efforts of Mr. Hagel-

devoted a considerable part of his time. The deposit represents not only

Throughout his business career in Xew York City, where he was born

While a resident of Brooklyn, he became an active member of the Depart-

ment of Microscopy of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences. An

established close relationships especially with Dr. Albert Mann of Wash-

ington and Charles S. Boyer of Philadelphia. Through the latter he

became acquainted with others of the noted Philadelphia group of dia-

photomicrographs, of which Mr. Hagelstein has a large collection.

A change of residence from Brooklyn to Mineola facilitated his study



n Di'atomaceae" by Boye

Charles P. Titus, Joseph W. Grant, Dwight L. Elmendorf, and Ganson

Hitchcock and Mary A. Booth. His increasing list of correspondents in-

cluded Oliver Kendall, Jr., of Providence, R. I., and Dr. Vida A. Latham

and the entire lot of slides. Part were mounted from the cleaned diatom

In 1893 this material had been sold to Dr. Edward F. Hodges of Indian-

apolis, and two years later it had been acquired by Dr. Ward. The series

the latter have deteriorated so as to be of little use ; but fortunately Dr.

Ward mounted slides from practically all of the original collections in a

in importance is the series of excellently mounted slides of the W. A.

were turned over to Mr. Boyer by Mr. Hagelstein and are now at t

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia in the Boyer Collection.

In 1923 Mr. Hagelstein became President of the New York Mici

image. George H. I '. Faitoute llunn, both ii



such media—Mr.

?ave fresh incentive to Mr. Hagelstein's diatom studies, though by now

he had branched out to include the myxomycetes. His retirement fron

was followed by other trips in 1928 and 1929. The report was publishec

i Mr. Hagelste i to ntr<

Microscopical Society—Joseph F. Burke, Dr. William H. Y\

Richard F. Lawrence, and J. L. Cloud.

Hagelstein Collection.

Some 2,000 slides acquired from the family of the late Corn

the collections include the Gravelle Photomicrographs described ii

y Dr. Hanna. Thes.



Qravelle ^Photomicrographs

cA gift To the garden

By Carol H. )

R a week before and after the formal opening of the speci

die. These photographs, which represent the work of one

i/hH;tudio-labc™^\it SoultS-tv
photographed by llr.

F.J.

Lily a hobby, haTeZ
.11 grot

ributionTto

1 'rs who, through what
science. Though not



functioning of the cell. It was through such painstaking work as this that

he was awarded in 1926 the Barnard medal of the London Photomicro-

outside of the" British Isles. He has also been elected a Fellow of the

A l this time, Mr. Gravelle was still in the amateur ranks, a textile

after 42 years' with the same company, he resigned in order 'to devote

to use in perfecting his microscopical technique; and to a man who had

appeal. (Yet, he says, he has never found one that could be used for

minute one-celled plants, with the result that he has made some of the

one picture details of diatom structure 'that usually require several

As his skill developed, Mr. Gravelle was given the opportunity to do

scientific side of his work has never flagged'; that is really his hobby

'Diatoms cAnd The ^Microscope

By Joseph F. Burke

V\7 ITHOUT the optical assistance of the microscope we can not know



was only toward the end of the eighteenth that they entered into scientific

scope was developed. Until then few diatoms had been described. Pre-

vious efforts in microscope design had been devoted to improving the

However

progress, and so it did with the microscope. The early diatomi

ability of the microscope to render detail that caused the purch;

between Charles A. Spencer, the first maker of microscopes in th



diatom publications during this period. Still greater progress lay ahead,

This period of social microscopy formed the background for the "battle

the latest product of the instrument-maker. An objective that could out-

With all this activity, science was eventually applied to lens manufac-

enses were being made according to optical formulae. Through the efforts

md improved objectives of the apochromatic type. These with minor

Diatom species by now had become so numerous that many had been



Fruiting Forms (And Variegations

In The Wintercreeper

rTHE WINTERCREEPER—a general name for the numerous van-

three or four plants of totally different aspect. It is true that the variation

plants long enough. The differing characters are bold ; no microscope is



changes. Here is the story of what has happened.

Mazzetti, determined rightly that it belonged in the genus Euenymus.

have come from a seedling which appeared among the progeny of a seed

collection made in Shensi, China, by F. N. Meyer in 1914. Like the

The smaller-leaved Japanese variety, E.F. radicans, was introduced to



like fruits give it much decorative interest. Its relatively large, round

tvpe, is E.F. Carricrci, the glossy wintercreeper, introduced to gardens in

1881. Of the two, this is the more permanently shrubby. It lias equally

E.F. vegeta. In

of variegated-leaved shoots, which have often been propagated as inde

two headings. E.F. reticulata takes care of those with white variegatioi

along the veins of the leaves. Those with white, yellow or pink lea

slant and ill-defined forms classified.

A still finer-branched, smaller-leaved, less vigorous seedling form i

Professor C. S. !

It is on the hea
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR

FOR 1939

T BEG leave to present for the second time the annual report for The Nev
1 York Botanical Garden. I am pleased to say that there has been definit.

This is because of the active and unselfish co-operation of all member;

particular representatives of the Department of Parks. With such friendl;

more than one role, and it is necessary for those responsible for its man-

A Place of Relaxation. The Garden is a symbol of peaceful orderli-



ik during the Rose Conference last spring said, "In this

Col. Robert H. Montgomery also pointed to this aspect of the Garden

i his address at the opening of the Tropical Flower Garden, saying that

planted. Parts of the Main Conservatory range have been replanted and

of the Garden has been nearly completed, and the public lavatories in the

tains and adds to the Garden's ability to offer the public of New York
City a garden in a city, with all that this implies.





the effectiveness of the Garden as an educational agency. The Two-ys

Course in Practical Gardening initiated last year has filled a real ne<

More than 100 attended the class taught by Mr. Everett in the fall a

The Two-year Science Course for Professional Gardener

r formal educational work are not entirely adequate

aff is too limited to permit indefinite expansion in this

ingement of space in the Museum and Administrator



The librarian and assistant librarian, the bibliographer and assistant

expected, but numerous requests have been received from elsewhere.

1, plar

Last year nearly 12,000 were given to the New York City schools whi

In the World of Science. The scientific activities of the Card

number of Brittonia, the latter of 244 pages, and numerous p;

his studies of Hawaiian flora. Dr. Dodge has devoted part of 1



considerable public interest in their Dossible usefulness in horticultural

practice. Under the supervision of Dr. Dodge Mr. Thomas Laskaris has

reaching a point wher.

ig it.

This reconstruction improves the appearance of the building, removes a

hazard endangering visitors and employees, and stops leakage of rain

the building and the comfort station for women on the east side of the



Elec e Snuff

:tion of 4,200 li ought iron fence, 8,000 ft

:e of P. J. McKenna and others, the living plant collections

style lisplay d Hous

n of which now numbers 359 species and varieties.
°
House 10

planted chiefly with aroids, House 11 with ferns, and 13 has been

walk flanked by borders of mixed flowering; plants. A bronze

Wildflower" by Edward Berge, lent by the Grand Cen

dof tt When mlt is





to be replanted.

For the winter flower display in House 4 during the 1938-39 season.

Outdoor Plantings. Among the 2,950 plants and 3,900 bulbs set out

, The hardy and tropical waterlilies provided an excellent display dur-

to be as comprehensive as possible yet arranged with consideration for

[the collections ; 3,480 plants were transplanted in the nursery ; 2,236 plants



21,000, of which nearly 12,000 went to 37 New York City schools and

cal Missionary Board, Rikers Island Penitentiary, Ellis Island, New York

liange 5,081 packets were sent to 140 botanical gardens

ts. The 1939-40 seed list will include 467
:

items.

it Gardens on Par

/larch received a special pdze of $250, the Gold Medal of. the Inter-

ational Flower Show for an Educational Display, and the Sarah Tod





because of the dry season and also because of the arsenate applied to our

lawns in previous years. The gypsy moth has apparently been entirely

Mycologist, Dr. Fred J. Seaver, and their assistants, 29,732 additions were

made to the herbarium, making its total, exclusive of the collection of

fossil plants. 1.963.238. distributed as follows:



pleted and published his studies on the flora of Moun
monograph of the genus Clidemia in Mexico, as we

the study of plants collected by A. S. Pinkus on Mount Roraima. Dr.

can Flora and has completed studies of the same family in Trinidad and

Tobago, Surinam, and the Yucatan Peninsula. Dr. Camp has continued

Mr. Alexander has devoted much time to the southern flora and the

identification of plants in the Garden and the local flora. Miss Ellys



bound volumes. Catalog cards were increased by 17,616. The peri'odi-

Thirty-six exhibits of books and pamphlets related to the subjects of

from New York City, but many came from other parts of the United

formed Horticultural Society of Argentina and for the new library of the

Montreal Botanical Garden. Visitors who registered in the library came
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Introductions Of cDaylilies In 1941
By A. B. Stout
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"Plants Of The Holy Scriptures

The Vegetational Background Of The

Bible Viewed In The Light

Of Modern Knowledge
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Relation Of The Herbarium

To Horticultural ^Progress*
By E. J. Alexan
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^Botanical Science Helps To ^Develop

<A £New ReliefFor Human Suffering
By Claud L. Horn '









<Botrytis Core-Rot Of gladiolus

A Serious Disease of Corms Described

By B. O. Dodge and Thomas Laskaris
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The (Dogwood's (furious Floral tracts

By Theodor Philipp Haas
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By E. J. Alexander
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Winter 'Protection Of Shrubs

By J. H. Beale"
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The <Banckes Herbal <As It cAppears

To The 20th Century Reader

Reprint of Rare Volume of 1525 Now Available

TTHE HERBAL of 1525 which the New York Botanical Garden is
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Ornamental (Deciduous Shrubs

A Brief Review Of Hardy and Useful Kinds

Of Sixty Miles of New York City

By P. J. van Melle

Course in Practical Gardening given at the New York Botanical Garden
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